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✰  Integrated Business Unit Options ✰

● The Integrated Business Unit Options diversify the ✰ortfolio Spectrum, offering more 
detailed information with a dynamic array of options to pick from for active self-management 
and is available throughout the various CVI-Options.

● This provides a pro-active and responsive capability available to personnel and clients in a 
timely manner for specific technology acquisition and deployment, that can help maximize 
return on investment, opportunities, savings and total wealth generation.

● Resources from the CVI-Options can be allocated to the Integrated Business Unit Options. 

● Revenue streams and additional liquidity derived from Integrated Business Unit Options can 
be utilized for building an amazing portfolio in conventional and unconventional landscapes. 
These are extremely powerful solutions that may be utilized in a non-investment environment, 
and structured as accounts with corresponding elements, provisions, agreements and 
eliminate super-imposed control structures and other hazards. Securities and investment can 
be enabled if desired but it is not necessary, as many regulations impede, restrict or deny the 
natural flow of personal and group initiative for many projects that would otherwise generate 
considerable opportunity, challenge, reward and wealth in addition to prosperity and lot more 
freedom and quality of life for those involved. Some things to consider and utilize are:

● initial organization, including idea pre-incorporation or other entity
● company, enterprise, entity, jurisdiction, agreements
● invest, contribute, develop and acquire
● business combinations, joint ventures and co-development
● prime contractor, sub contract and secure supply line
● trade and technology development programs
● product and services development and acquisition (programs & accounts)
● custom build options – contribute, develop, acquire, contract & conditional options
● special instructions – quick, general et precise
● specific securities, ownership, control, voting, management & agreements
● Offers and requests by members

● Specialized resources for infrastructure is very useful for increased personnel resources, 
higher quality products and services, basic, applied and advanced research and 
development, beneficial productivity, ethical profitability*, enhanced vocational experience 
with more challenge, reward and personal development, in addition to general or specific 
capacity than can optimize potential in a multitude of aspects and perspectives.

*(yes, ethical, no slaves, no criminal foreign government deals, not clear cutting or ruining the 
environment, no making a mess and leave without cleaning up, no putting profits before 
people, no dishonest political manipulation and laws in our favour to export jobs, shut down 
companies and sell off Canadian assets, or privatize things for a dollar, no engineering stuff to 
fall apart, break and be replaced at outrageous extortion prices otherwise it won't work, no 
people with rubber stamps that answer to the money bag and not their dedicated integrity and 
honesty to a professional association and standards, stuff like that) ...Where did everyone go? 
That's awesome you are still here, quality is more important than quantity, now we have 
something to work with, that's great! It will be even easier to build great things together.
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